
DOUBTING GOD'S PROMISE 

Can you imagine wanting something
most of your adult life and never being able to
fulfill your dream and then one day, out of the
blue, you find that very thing that you wanted
is going to be yours.  You would wonder, is
this for real?  Can this be happening to me? 

Zacharias, the father of John the
Baptist, had wanted to have children but his
wife Elizabeth was barren. Now they had
grown old and were past the age of normal
child bearing.  By now, the two of them had
given up hope of raising children.  Luke tells
us about this human interest story and how
God chose this couple to be part of His
miracle of sending the Messiah. 

LUKE 1:5-13 This was not an
ordinary day for Zacharias.  It was a rare
occasion to be chosen to burn incense in the
Holy Place.  There was an altar area outside of
the Holy of Holies where incense was burned
twice each day; once before the morning
sacrifice and once again after the evening
sacrifice.  It was an honor to be chosen as the
priest to burn the incense.  Zacharias was
probably excited about the occasion; however,
this excitement was nothing to be compared to
the feelings that came over him when the angel
Gabriel appeared to him. 

Zacharias and Elizabeth are described
as being righteous before God. This does not
mean that they were sinless or never made a
mistake. They were faithful and sincere people.
They were concerned about what God wanted
and did what they thought was the right thing
to do. You know people like that.  We usually
say, "Those are a good people."  They were
ordinary folks with whom God chose to do
extraordinary things.  The fact that they were
past the age of child bearing is one of the
extraordinary things that God did.  Not only
was God helping to fulfill a dream of one of
His faithful followers, He was also signaling to
the world that this person to be born was a
special person.  John the Baptist was definitely
different from the ordinary Jew. 

Notice how God did this

announcement is a such a way that it got a lot
of publicity.  Zacharias was carrying out a job
where there were many people around.  This
was intentional.  John the Baptist was to be the
person to publicize the coming of the Messiah.
He would draw crowds and attract a lot of
attention. 

This visit of Gabriel was the first of
several angelic visits that were to occur over a
period of two years. Many of the events that
were to happen needed to have the right
interpretation applied to them for them to be
most effective.  The series of events associated
with the birth of Jesus could not be left to
chance or misinterpretation.  Even with the
pre-announcements and all the prophetic
writing about this event, people throughout
history have tried and are still trying to
discount the significance and supernatural
nature of what happened during this brief time
period. 

LUKE 1:14-17  John the Baptist
was to be the one of the most significant
figures in history in that he would be the one
to announce the coming of the Messiah and
yet the first thing that Gabriel said was
"Zacharias, your prayer has been heard and
your wife is going to have a son."  Notice that
God did not overlook the individual in the
midst of the cosmic significance of all that was
going on.  Let's face it, most people are
concerned about how things will effect them
personally.  We need to realize this fact and
not overlook the importance of this aspect of
dealing with each other.  Without mentioning
what the overall plan was, Gabriel addressed
how things were going to affect Zacharias:
"You shall have joy and gladness and your
friends will be happy for you."  Zacharias
could immediately see how such an event
would be a happy time.  Most anytime a child
is born is a time of joy to the family.  At least
it used to be.  Nowadays, with so many
unmarried women getting pregnant, when a
woman learns that she is going to have a baby,
it is anything but a joyful occasion.  Such is the



problem of sin -- even the good things of life
become bitter to us.  This was not the case
with Zacharias and Elizabeth, they would be
filled with joy and gladness.  

And there was more to know about
this baby.  Gabriel described the mission of this
child that would be born to Zacharias and
Elizabeth.

Joy and Delight  As a general rule, any
time a child is born into a family, it brings
great joy.  This would be especially true to
Zacharias and Elizabeth.  In their society, the
failure to be able to have children was a
disgrace and this event would remove their
reproach.

Great in the sight of the Lord  What a
commendation!  So many people are
concerned about what others think of them
and not enough of us are concerned about how
God sees us. God sees each one of us as
worthwhile and of value; however, John would
have a special significance to God and the
purposes of the Kingdom of God. 

Abstinence of Alcohol   A few people
make this a deliberate choice in their lives and
do so because of their relationship with God.
Many others do not see the use or abuse of
alcohol as an issue of any importance. 

Filled with Holy Spirit   God had a
special mission for John and He provided the
power to accomplish this mission by His
indwelling presence.  In times before Pentecost
God's Spirit would come upon people for
special situations.  This is in contrast to His
Spirit being poured out and being available to
all who will come to Him in faith.  Just as God
gave His Spirit to John for him to fulfill a
mission, even so today God has a mission for
His Church. 

LUKE 1:18-20  All of this was hard to
believe. The major area of doubt for Zacharias
was this business of Elizabeth and him being
so elderly and having a child.  Zacharias was
asking for a sign.  "How can I know that what
you say is true?"  The answer is interesting.
Gabriel gave two reasons to believe the
message. (1)  Because of who was giving the

information.  He identified himself as Gabriel
who came from the presence of God.  You
know from your own experience the
importance of the messenger relative to
whether you believe what a person says.
Some people are trust worthy and you can
count on them to know the facts. Others. you
know that you had better not repeat what they
tell you because it is probably a lot of baloney.
Gabriel identified himself as coming from the
presence of God. This should be evidence
enough that what he said was true.  Nothing
false could abide in God's presence. (2)  The
sign that Gabriel would give would also
confirm the truth of the message.  Zacharias
would be unable to speak until the promised
child was born. 

When Zacharias came out of the room
to the place where all the people were, they
could tell that he was really disturbed.  You
can just look at people and know that
something traumatic has happened.  Besides
the look on his face, he could not even talk.
All of this helped to increase the awareness of
the people that something was happening.
They would remember this day when the news
spread around that an elderly couple had a
baby. 

LUKE 1:24-25  Elizabeth became
pregnant and for five months she went about
her activities and no one knew that anything
was different.  After five months it became
apparent that she was pregnant.  All the friends
and relatives knew and there was a lot of
gossiping and congratulations going on. 

All of this worked toward glorifying
God.  First, the angel's prophecy had been
fulfilled.  The baby had been born and
Zacharias could talk again.  Secondly, this
baby would grow up to carry out a mission
that God had for him.  We should pray that we
would live our lives in such a way that God
would be glorified and that we would be useful
to Him.


